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To:    Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

From: Rocky Smith 

Date: April 6, 2018 

Subj:   COMMENTS ON VEGETATION REMOVAL AND ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES 

FOR THE MOFFAT COLLECTION SYSTEM PROJECT, GROSS RESERVOIR 

ENLARGEMENT 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

I have more than 35 years of experience working on forest management issues on National 

Forests across Colorado from a conservation perspective, including approximately 25 total years 

as a forest watch coordinator on the staff of Rocky Mountain Wild, Colorado Wild, and 

Colorado Environmental Coalition. Among past projects was being a leader in the campaign to 

promote alternatives to the then-proposed Two Forks Dam and Reservoir from 1985 to 1991. 

Two Forks was ultimately vetoed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. In the years 

since, Denver Water has established that not only was Two Forks not needed to supply its 

customers or service area, but the success of conservation measures and other strategies to 

address supply and demand also renders the Moffat proposal to raise Gross Dam and expand 

Gross Reservoir unnecessary. 

 

The comments below were prepared for Save the Colorado to assess the impacts and analysis 

regarding forestry issues and vegetation removal in the Supplemental Environmental Assessment 

released by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. My curriculum vitae is attached to this 

comment.  

 

I.  IMPACTS FROM TREE CLEARING TO ENLARGE GROSS RESERVOIR 

WOULD BE CONSIDERABLE AND HAVE NOT BEEN FULLY DISCLOSED 

 

   A.  THE PROPOSED PROJECT WOULD REMOVE TREES FROM A SIZABLE AREA.   

 

To enlarge Gross Reservoir under approved alternative 1a, many trees would have to be cut and 

removed. According to the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Moffat 

Collections System Project and the Supplemental Environmental Assessment For Amendment 

Of Hydropower License (SEA), about 200,000 trees would have to be removed from 400 - 473 

acres of land adjacent to the existing reservoir1. This would generate an estimated 50,000 tons of 

residue. SEA at 12, Gross Reservoir Tree Removal Plan for Pool Enlargement (TRP) at 5. Due to 

                                                 
1 FEIS p. 5-220 states that approximately 200,000 trees on 400 acres would be cut, while 5-311 states that 473 acres 

of forest would be lost through clearing and inundation. The Supplemental EA at 12 states that vegetation would be 

removed from approximately 465 acres. 
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limited access, temporary roads would have to be constructed, and existing roads would have to 

be improved. FEIS at 2-50, 5-397. 

 

The “new inundation area” would extend to 7406 feet elevation (FEIS at 5-220, SEA at 12), from 

which “[a]ll trees and wood would be removed”. FEIS at 5-281. Vegetation would be cleared 

from all areas around the reservoir up to 7410 feet. Ibid. In any case, the removal and disposal of 

vegetation from a sizable area around the existing reservoir would cause considerable impact, as 

is discussed below.  

 

Tree removal is desired because it would” minimize problems with floating debris, decaying 

vegetation, and potential water quality concerns”. SEA at 12. See also id. at 50 and 51-52. 

Vegetation removal from the inundation area is also required by a project mitigation measure to 

“to minimize water quality impacts from organic matter”. SEA at 18. 

 

     B.   THE COMMERCIAL VALUE OF THE TREES IN THE PROJECT AREA IS 

LIMITED OR NON-EXISTENT.  

 

The SEA hints that some material could be sold, as it “could…be turned into marketable 

products, such as saw-timber and firewood.” SEA at 12. However, the material is expected to 

have “little if any commercial value” TRP at 4. Indeed, most of the trees, which are generally 4-

14 inches in diameter and only 20-50 feet tall (TRP at 2), are not likely to be desirable for any 

kind of building material, such as dimension lumber. 

 

Pages 14-15 of the TRP discuss in more detail  the possibility of selling some of the material cut 

from around the reservoir, and conclude that the “most likely outlet for the small sized material 

coming from this project may be firewood sales or giveaway”.  

 

However, it is unlikely that very much firewood could be sold. Air quality laws and regulations 

in effect for the region prohibit burning firewood on many days. See further discussion on 

burning below. 

 

   C.  DISPOSAL METHODS ALL HAVE LIMITATIONS AND WOULD CAUSE 

CONSIDERABLE IMPACT.     

 

SEA at 12 lists three methods for treating the estimated 50,000 tons of residue that would be 

produced:  ground-based systems with hand felling and skidding with rubber tires, or cable 

yarding; helicopter yarding; and use of a hydro-axe feller/buncher. Ground-based systems would 

be used where road access exists or temporary roads could be constructed, while copter yarding 

and the hydro-axe would be used in areas “with poor access, small trees, steep slopes, and 

abundant rock”. Ibid. 
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Ground-based systems would involve soil disturbance by skidders or use of other heavy 

equipment. Impacts are discussed in more detail in subsection D below. 

 

Copter yarding and the hydro-axe could be used for areas where road access is not feasible. 

Copter use would have impacts, such as noise and the “wind” created by the rotors. This would 

have adverse impacts on some wildlife species and also on nearby residents. These impacts do 

not appear to have been addressed in the FEIS or the SEA. Material yarded by helicopter would 

still have to be transported and disposed off-site. 

 

Use of the hydro-axe would mean a piece of heavy equipment would make repeated trips across 

areas to be cleared, i. e., areas with very erosive soils. This would probably cause at least as 

much erosion as for comparable clearing accessed by building and using roads. 

 

The hydro-axe creates baseball to soccer ball-sized chunks of wood which, contrary to what is 

stated at TRP p. 7, will not decay readily. The chunks created below the expected new 

inundation area would have to be moved out of this area to avoid have floating debris and decay 

of organic material in the reservoir. This material would then rest on dry soil in a relatively dry 

environment. They would not be able to decay except maybe over a very long time period (many 

decades). 

 

Use of cable systems could reduce ground disturbance somewhat, with cable yarding replacing 

some skid trails. But it is highly unlikely that cable yarding is feasible for clearing vegetation 

around the reservoir. Use of such systems requires a well-trained and experienced operator. Few 

cable systems have been used in Colorado, and none that we know of in recent history on the 

Front Range, because it takes a high volume of at least moderately valued material to allow an 

operator to recoup his investment in the expensive equipment. As discussed above, the trees in 

the project area have very limited, if any, commercial value. 

 

Some of the material produced could be burned. However, burning more than minor amount of 

wood residue would likely violate air quality regulations and cause problems for residents, both 

local and downwind. The TRP observes that “burning large quantities of forest residue, in close 

proximity to residential areas, is problematic in the extreme”. Id. at 5. “A traditional pile and 

burn approach to disposing this material is no longer viable due to air quality concerns and 

regulations.”  TRP at 11. 

 

Air curtain destructors could be used to burn the material, which would produce less air 

pollutants than standard burning of piles. But ash would be produced, and have to be hauled 

offsite. See TRP at 11. This means that motor vehicle access and use would be needed, 
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generating the some of the same impacts that would occur with other disposal methods, as is 

discussed in more detail below.  

 

Whatever disposal methods are used, a considerable amount of the material produced from 

clearing to enlarge the reservoir would have to be hauled offsite. 

 

   D.  ANY GROUND DISTURBANCE WOULD CAUSE CONSIDERABLE SOIL 

EROSION  

 

Soils in the area tend to be very erosive and prone to landslides. FEIS at 3-229. See also FEIS 

Table F-1, which lists the soils in the Gross Reservoir Area and shows most of them having 

moderate to severe water erosion hazard, as well as other limitations, including “potential 

landslide activity”. Removing vegetative cover from these areas will make them highly 

susceptible to erosion. FEIS at 3-229; see also id. at 5-213.  The area also has a high density of 

rock, both large and small. TRP at 4. Some areas where soil is already disturbed would be further 

disturbed to enlarge the reservoir. FEIS Table 5.7-1, p. 5-220. And finally, additional soil would 

be disturbed because “[a] portion of the cleared area would also be used for borrow material”. Id. 

at 5-220. 

 

The entire area surrounding the existing reservoir is quite steep. See Trails Illustrated Map 100, 

Boulder-Golden, and TRP Map A. The latter shows that most of the area to be logged is on 

slopes of 40 percent or greater. Forty percent is considered the steepest slope on which 

conventional ground-based logging systems can be safely operated.  

 

The steepness will limit the opportunities for road building, as construction and use of such roads 

would cause erosion. Ground disturbance from logging would be considerable, especially since 

whole trees (i.e., with limbs and tops attached) are expected to be skidded (TRP at 6). It will also 

limit the use of equipment like skidders because some slopes would be too steep for their safe 

operation. Road construction, tree felling and skidding could cause sediment to begin to fill the 

reservoir, resulting in a loss of storage capacity.  

 

Erosion could be considerable, given the highly erosive soils in the area: 

 

Disturbance of soil and litter would result in accelerated erosion, which would need 

to be controlled with erosion and timber harvest Best Management Practices 

(BMPs). 

 

FEIS at 5-212. 
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FEIS p. 5-212 states that “stumps and roots would remain in place”. However, to minimize water 

quality impacts from “decomposition of organic matter” (SEA at 50), stumps from trees cut 

would probably also have to be removed. Otherwise, stumps would slowly decay and may 

eventually come out of the ground under water to create floating debris, which would cause 

problems for reservoir operations. Stumps could also be a hazard to boaters using an enlarged 

reservoir.   

 

Stump removal would require considerable digging, bulldozing, or even blasting, followed by 

use of heavy equipment to cut and grind the stumps and remove the chips, or to haul out whole 

stumps. Any method of separating stumps from the ground, treating them on site and/or 

removing them from the area would require additional use of motor vehicles and would disturb 

the highly erosive soils. 

 

   E.  TREE CLEARING AND DISPOSAL WOULD ADVERSELY AFFECT AIR 

QUALITY 

 

The impacts of removal and disposal of trees cut for reservoir enlargement have not been 

included in the analysis of air quality impacts in the FEIS and SEA. FEIS p. 5-408 states that, 

beyond the impacts from construction (mainly from the use of heavy equipment and workers 

commuting), there would be additional impacts to air quality from tree removal and disposal. 

However, these impacts are not specified.  

 

The issue of how much tree removal and disposal would affect air quality is important because 

emissions from implementation of the project, even without the additional impacts from tree 

removal, would exceed the de minimis thresholds for carbon dioxide (CO) and nitrogen oxides. 

FEIS at 5-407, -408. The Denver metro area is a non-attainment area for ozone and a 

maintenance area for CO and PM10. Id. at 3-507. Any action that would exceed the de minimis 

standard for any pollutant for which an area is in non-attainment or maintenance status 

automatically triggers a Conformity Determination to ensure that the action would comply with 

the Clean Air Act. See FEIS at 3-508. Thus an accurate and full accounting of all possible 

emissions is essential. 

 

Impacts from removal and disposal of tree debris would add to the other project emissions, since 

considerable additional vehicle trips would be needed, as discussed above, to complete this 

portion of the project. This would include workers commuting to the site to perform the work, as 

well as vehicle trips for processing and/or hauling out debris. Vehicle use, especially heavy 

equipment used for processing and hauling wood residues, would add CO to the air.  

 

If the slash was chipped, an estimated 2174 truck trips would be needed to remove it from the 

site. TRP at 13. If whole trees were hauled offsite, there would be many more truck trips (ibid.). 
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If all of the residue was burned in an air curtain destructor, 1000 to 2000 tons of ash would be 

produced, most or all of which would have to be hauled out. Id. at 12. The TRP does not estimate 

how many truck trips would be required to remove this ash, but calculating from Table 4 on p, 

13, it appears that 100 trips would be needed. 

 

Burning would obviously add pollutants like PM10 to the air in the area and downwind. While 

use of an air curtain destructor may reduce the air quality impacts of burning, it still may require 

a permit from the Department of Health and Environment, Air Pollution Control Division. See 

FEIS at 5-408. 

 

   F.  SOME IMPACTS FROM TREE CLEARING AND ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES MAY 

NOT HAVE BEEN DISCLOSED 

 

It is unclear if the all of impacts described above have been fully considered in the FEIS and 

SEA. There is no specific discussion of amounts of erosion expected from tree clearing and on-

site treatment and hauling off-site (see FEIS at 2-512), nor any analysis of how well any 

mitigation measures, best management practices, or other measures would reduce the impacts.  

 

The analysis of impacts to soils from tree clearing states that “[m]oderate impacts on soils 

include erosion resulting from disturbance and compaction during harvest. “ However, the FEIS 

was prepared prior to some of the details of the project being known. For example the TRP, 

though prepared in July 2008 and supplemented in October of that year, was apparently not 

considered, nor were the plans addressing soil erosion, which are further discussed below. 

 

With any dam raise alternative, Denver Water will implement environmental 

protection, mitigation, and enhancement measures at Gross Reservoir, including an 

erosion and sediment control plan for social trails and roads.  

 

FEIS at 5-217. Various plans are mentioned which will be implemented and reduce impacts to 

soils. The Erosion Control and Reclamation Plan is mentioned at SEA at 45, 61, and 87, among 

other places. A plan for Reclamation and Revegetation Seed Mixes and Mulch Materials is 

mentioned at SEA 87. Also mentioned is an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, to be done by 

FERC’s San Francisco Regional Office prior to the commencement of any ground disturbing 

activity. SEA at 88.  

 

The conclusion in the SEA is that with implementation of all of these plans, effects on soils and 

geology won’t exceed those disclosed in the FEIS. SEA at 45. However, we do not find the plans 

cited above in any of the project documents. Until these plans are finalized, the full impacts of 

reservoir enlargement cannot be known. We also do not find a description of the purported best 

management practices or mitigation measures that would be applied to reduce impacts, nor a 
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discussion of how effective these measures would be in reducing impacts. With highly erosive 

soils and activities proposed that would disturb those soils over a large area surrounding the 

reservoir, the conclusion that impacts would only be moderate may not be justified. 

 

As stated above, impacts from use of helicopters on wildlife, nearby residents, and recreational 

visitors have not been disclosed.   

 

Part of the area from which trees would be removed is in the Winiger Ridge Project Area and/or 

the Forsythe II Project Area.2 Both projects would include areas outside the dam enlargement 

cutting area, and would remove a number of trees, some by clearcutting, others by partial cutting. 

There could be cumulative impacts from tree removal in these areas, such as loss or degradation 

of wildlife habitat for species needed forested habitat. These cumulative impacts have not been 

disclosed in the FEIS or SEA.3   

 

Given the non-attainment and maintenance status for certain air pollutants in the Denver metro 

area, and the fact that two pollutants would exceed the de minimis thresholds, it is very important 

that all the possible sources of air pollution from the enlargement of Gross Reservoir, including 

from tree removal and disposal, be fully disclosed. 

 

II. THE IMPACTS TO HIGHWAY 72 HAVE NOT BEEN FULLY ASSESSED 

 

Hauling would use County Road 77S to the Coal Creek Canyon Road, Colo Highway 724, or 

various county and national forest roads to access Highway 72 near Pinecliffe. See map at:  

https://grossreservoir.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/MapProposedGrossResHaulRoute.pdf. 

See also the Supplement to the TRP (October, 2008) at 7.  

 

Aside from hauling out tree residue, 6,552 truck trips would be needed to haul in cement and fly 

ash for construction of the expanded dam. These loads would likely be carried by heavy trucks, 

which would have to use Highway 72 and County Road 77S to get to and from the construction 

site. To remove tree residue form the site, many additional truck trips would be needed, which is 

discussed in detail above. 

 

Highway 72, which currently sees relatively little traffic, may not be able to handle the huge 

increase in heavy truck traffic without the need for significant maintenance and repair. We do not 

see any analysis of the impacts to Highway 72, or the possible need to maintain or upgrade the 

highway prior to the project or repair it after the project is complete. In fact, we do not find any 

                                                 
2 At least part of the Winiger Ridge Project has been implemented, while implementation of Forsythe II is likely to 

begin this year. 
3 There is only a brief mention of these two projects - see FEIS at 4-413, -414. 
4 Hauling could not use Flagstaff Road, CR 77, through Boulder, as “logging truck access is prohibited” on this 

road. FEIS at 5-397. 
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information on the current levels of traffic on highway 72 and other routes that might be used for 

the project. Thus, while the FEIS provides estimates of the amount of vehicle trips that would be 

generated by the project, there is no way for interested public to compare that to current levels of 

traffic. 

 

To minimize impacts to traffic and public safety, the SEA (p. 76) relies on a draft 2005 Traffic 

Control Plan prepared by Denver Water. As with some other documents cited in the SEA, we do 

not find this Plan in any of the project documents. Traffic has likely increased in and around the 

project area since 2005 due to population growth. The analysis also cites “a finalized Traffic 

Management Plan, Erosion Control and Reclamation Plan, Road Maintenance Plan, and Tree 

Removal Plan”. SEA at 78. Except for a 2008 (non-final) version of the TRP, these documents 

are not available either. 

 

III.  THE PROPOSED MITIGATION FOR LOSS OF FORESTED HABITAT WOULD 

NOT FULLY COMPENSATE FOR THE LOSS OF FORESTED HABITATS 

 

To compensate for the loss of current national forest land that is mostly or entirely forested, the 

Forest Service would purchase the purported 539-acre Toll property from Denver Water. This 

would serve “as mitigation for resource values that would be lost on Denver Water and Forest 

Service lands due to inundation and construction-related ground disturbance”. SEA at 22.  

 

However, the description of this property in the Off-License Agreement (OLA) is as follows:  

“parcel 11, SW ¼ section 1, Township 2 South, Range 44 West… (160 acres)”. OLA at 12, 

section 7.1.  

 

This property is only 160 acres, not 539 acres. This would not likely fully compensate for the 

loss of 280 acres of national forest land to clearing for reservoir inundation. See SEA at 30 and 

further discussion below. And even the 160-acre purchase is far from assured because it “is 

contingent upon appropriations for purchase of the property being available”. OLA at 13. The 

fact that this provision (land purchase to compensate habitat loss) is in the OLA, not part of the 

FERC license for the project, will make it harder to enforce. 

 

Full compensation for the forested habitat to be lost is necessary because the inundation of land 

around the reservoir would violate the Arapaho-Roosevelt Forest Plan (Forest Plan), which 

applies to all the national forest land in the project area and surrounding area, as described 

below. 

 

The reservoir enlargement would cause the loss of a small amount of old growth and a larger 

amount of developing old growth, both in the ponderosa pine/Douglas-fir type. FEIS at 5-287. 

Old growth is valuable because it provides high quality habitat for cavity-nesting species like 
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pygmy nuthatch (Sitta pygmaea) and flammulated owl (Otus flammeolus), habitat that is less 

prevalent or non-existent in younger stands. Maintaining old growth preserves the history of 

climate and fire in the respective area, aiding research into what natural stands were like prior to 

settlement by European descendants and the frequency of fire since then. Large old trees have 

thick bark and are fire-resistant. See Huckaby et al, 2003. 

 

Also, old growth, in contrast to younger stands, cannot be created by human action in a short 

time frame. Thus a loss of existing old growth and developing old-growth will be a long-term 

loss. 

 

Old-growth in ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir stands is uncommon on the Arapaho-Roosevelt 

National Forest5, as most of the stands in this timber type have been logged or otherwise 

subjected to human manipulation that has degraded or eliminated the stands’ ecological and 

other values as old growth. 

 

Forest Plan Guidelines 117, 118, and 122 state: 

 

Provide for the most rapid development of future Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine old 

growth conditions and increase amounts in the future. 

 

Retain all existing Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine old growth and increase amounts 

in the future. 

 

Allow through vegetation protection or encourage through vegetation treatments the 

development of future Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine old growth conditions within 

identified old-growth areas. 

 

Forest Plan at 32. 

 

One old growth stand that would be removed to allow construction of an enlarged reservoir is 

described in the FEIS:  

 

The ponderosa pine community located on the southern peninsula of the western 

lakeshore is an especially good example of a historic ponderosa forest. 

 

Id. at 3-240; emphasis added. Clearly, the Forest Plan provisions quoted above were designed to 

protect stands such as this one.  

                                                 
5 A 1992 survey found that only one percent of all the old growth on the Arapaho-Roosevelt National Forest was in 

ponderosa pine/Douglas-fir. The survey results further stated that …”the least old growth exists at the lowest 

elevations with the most roads”. See Lowry, 1992. Ponderosa pine/Doulas-fir is at the lowest elevations of the 

Arapaho-Roosevelt National Forest in areas that are mostly well-roaded.  
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The project area lies within the Thorodin Geographic Area (GA). Under Goals and Desired 

Condition for this GA, direction states: “[e]mphasize old-growth recruitment and retention.” 

Forest Plan at 107. 

 

Clearing for the reservoir would cause the loss of effective habitat.6 FEIS at 5-299. Forest Plan 

Goal 95 states:  “[r]etain the integrity of effective habitat areas”. Forest Plan at 30. Under 

management area 3.5, which the project area is in, standard7 2 states:  “Maintain or increase 

habitat effectiveness, except where new access is required by law”. Forest Plan at 359. 

 

The project would cause loss of interior forests. FEIS at 5-288. Interior forests are defined as 

follows: 

 

Areas of relatively dense (40 percent [or] more crown closure) and large trees 

(mature or old growth) that are buffered (at least 300 feet) from temperature, light 

and humidity differences of sizable openings, and also from human disturbance or 

regularly used roads and trails (11 or more people or vehicle trips per week). 

 

Forest Plan at G-26. Plan Goal 39 states: 

 

Maintain, and restore where necessary, habitats of sufficient area and appropriate 

spatial pattern, to minimize the adverse effects of human-caused fragmentation. 

 

Forest Plan at 17. 

 

Enlarging the reservoir would cause the permanent loss of hundreds of acres of elk winter 

concentration areas, including severe winter range, and migration corridor. FEIS at 5-282, 283. 

This would violate the Forest Plan’s Guideline 103, which states: 

 

Maintain the function of key or unique habitats such as…winter ranges,…,migration 

corridors, animal concentration areas….  

 

                                                 
6 “Habitat effectiveness” is defined in the Plan as follows: 

 

The degree to which habitat is free of human disturbance and available for wildlife to use. Effective 

habitat is mostly undisturbed land area which buffered (at least 300 feet in essentially al situations) 

from regular motorized and non-motorized use of roads and trails (11 or more people or vehicle trips 

per week). 

 

Plan at G-24. 
7 Standards are measures that must be followed:  “Standards are mandatory and deviation from them is not 

permissible without an amendment to the Forest Plan”. Forest Plan at 11. 
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Forest Plan at 30. 

 

Clearly, the proposed reservoir enlargement would not conform to the Forest Plan due to the loss 

of certain habitats, as described above. It is not clear if the proposed Forest Service acquisition of 

the Toll property would actually offset the habitat loss from the project.  

 

The parcels in the Toll Property are surrounded by the Roosevelt National Forest and 

contain diverse vegetation types, including forest, grassland, wetland, fens, wet 

meadows, pond, stream, and riparian habitat. The Toll Property includes valuable 

wildlife habitat, including elk and mule deer summer range and migration corridors, 

as well as habitat or potential habitat for a number of other species, including Forest 

Service sensitive species. 

 

SEA at 61. The area does not likely have winter range, as it is too high in elevation and thus too 

cold with too much persistent snow cover for use by deer and elk during winter8. It is not clear if 

it provides interior forest habitat, effective habitat, or old growth, which are some other habitat 

types that would be lost with expanded reservoir clearing and inundation. 

 

FERC, Denver Water, and the U. S. Forest Service must: clarify how many acres the Forest 

Service will be able to purchase from Denver Water, how likely the money will be available for 

this purchase, and how the purchase and any other mitigation measures would compensate for 

the loss of forested habitats and winter range from inundation at the expanded reservoir. 
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Rocky Smith 

1030 Pearl #9 

Denver, CO 80203 

303 839-5900 

2rockwsmith@gmail.com 

 

SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE 

 

Through 35-plus years of experience in working on issues related to the national forests of 

Colorado, I have developed expertise on many issues related to management of our national 

forests. This include knowledge of various laws, including:  National Forest Management Act, 

National Environmental Policy Act, Endangered Species Act, as well as regulations for 

application of these laws and others. I am very familiar with the national forests of Colorado, 

having traveled extensively and visited many areas where projects are proposed. I have reviewed 

many projects and plans proposed for Colorado’s national forests. 

 

RECENT WORK EXPERIENCE 

 

Private Contractor 

 

Time:  July 2012 to present 

 

Duties:  I work as a consultant for non-profit environmental and recreation organizations, and 

private interests, on issues relating to national forest management, including:  laws (proposed 

and passed); regulations (draft and final); management plans (draft and final); and individual 

projects. The latter include: timber sales, vegetation management projects, wildlife habitat 

projects, recreation management, oil and gas leasing, coal leasing, ski area expansion, and others. 

For one client, I regularly review lists of possible projects for one Bureau of Land Management 

field office in Colorado. 

 

The above work involves:  determining which projects, plans, etc. might be of interest to one or 

more clients; researching items possibly of interest; reporting about the issues with a particular 

project or plan; writing comments; and preparing administrative objections, as appropriate. 

 

Most recently, I coordinated the response of the Colorado environmental community to the 

proposed revised plan for the Rio Grande National Forest in southern Colorado by writing, 

assembling, and compiling comments that were sent to the Forest Service. I continue to consult 

with local groups regarding the proposed expansion of Eldora Ski Area. The result has been an 

agreement by the Ski Area not to expand toward Middle Boulder Creek. 
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At times, I review some projects for national forests outside of Colorado, primarily in California. 

 

Colorado Wild and Rocky Mountain Wild9  

 

Time:  January 2000 to June 2012 

 

Duties:   

 

   --Directed the Forest Watch Program, under which I monitored projects, activities, programs, 

plans, policies, and regulations proposed and approved by the U. S. Forest Service and its parent 

agency, the U. S. Department of Agriculture.  

 

  --I wrote detailed comments on a variety of proposals by the U. S. Forest Service, including: 

timber sales, fuels reduction projects, ski area expansion proposals, and proposed regulations. 

The latter included the Colorado Roadless Rule and various versions of the agency’s planning 

rule, which governs all activities that occur on national forest lands.  

 

  --I helped prepare comments on proposals for leasing of public lands parcels for oil and gas. I 

became familiar with the rules, regulations, and policies governing oil and gas leasing and 

development on federal public lands. 

 

  --I worked on fighting proposed coal mine extensions under roadless areas in western Colorado. 

I became familiar with laws, regulations, and policies governing the leasing of national forest 

lands for coal mining. 

 

  --I regularly reviewed proposed regulations and policies and proposed and enacted laws, and 

developed summaries and fact sheets about the content for interested parties. 

 

  --I appealed and objected to various projects, using the agency’s administrative review 

processes.  

 

  --I helped lawyers prepare litigation for a few of the cases I and/or others had worked on.  

 

  --I wrote media advisories and did interviews with various reporters in print and electronic 

media. 

 

                                                 
9 Colorado Wild and the Center For Native Ecosystems merged to become Rocky Mountain Wild as of June, 2011. 

My work did not change as a result of the merger. 
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  --I frequently wrote and distributed alerts to various interests on proposed activities, 

encouraging people to attend meetings and hearings, and to write letters to agency officials and 

others. 

 

  --I developed a high level of expertise in national forest management and forest ecology that is 

relied upon by many people and organizations in Colorado and nationally. I consulted with 

environmental and outdoor recreation organizations regularly, both locally and nationally. 

 

Private contractor 

 

Time:  May 1998 to December 1999 

 

Duties:  I worked for various private clients who needed assistance dealing with various aspects 

of national forest management. I helped clients understand the public involvement, 

environmental analysis, and administrative review processes, and helped them make their input 

most effective. 

 

Employer:  Colorado Environmental Coalition 

 

Time:  September 1985 to April 1998 

 

Duties:   

 

  --My duties were similar to those for Colorado Wild/Rocky Mountain Wild.  

 

  --I was one of the leaders in the campaign to promote alternatives to the then-proposed Two 

Forks Dam and Reservoir from 1985 to 1991. This long campaign was successful, in that Two 

Forks will not be constructed. 

 

  -- I reviewed grazing lease renewal proposals and allotment management plans after passage of 

the Rescissions Act in 1995.  

 

  --I led the development of citizens’ management alternatives for three national forests as they 

revised their land and resource management plans under the National Forest Management Act. 

 

EDUCATION 

 

BA, Communication and Public Address, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1972. 


